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OUTLINE HIGHBACK SOFA
AUGUST 20 
                      –      18



MATERIALS
Powder coated aluminum legs. Wood and 

steel construction. Cold foam filling. All textiles 

from Kvadrat, Arve, Nevotex and Fidertessile. 

Leather from Camo Leathers.

COLORS
Remix 163 / Black base

Fiord 961 / Black base

3-Seater version is available as made-to-order. 

Both versions available as made-to-order in a 

variety of textile and leather upholsteries.

DIMENSIONS
2-Seater: H: 115 cm / 45.3” — W: 170 cm / 

66.9” — D: 76 cm / 29.9” 

3-Seater: H: 115 cm / 45.3” — W: 220 cm / 

86.6” — D: 76 cm / 29.9” 

PRICE
2-Seater from € 3.095 / £ 2.795 / USD 3.895 

/ DKK 18.395 / SEK 30.995 / NOK 28.995 / 

CAD 5.049

3-Seater from € 3.495 / £ 3.149 / USD 4.395 

/ DKK 20.795 / SEK 34.995 / NOK 32.995 / 

CAD 5.695

PRESS   
Images, prices, product factsheets and 

designer biographies are available for download 

on our website: www.muuto.com/presskit

CONTACT 
EUROPE & ROW 
Katrin Fieseler 

kf@muuto.com 

+45 91 99 57 93

NORTH AMERICA & APAC
Nikolaj Hansson 

nh@muuto.com

+45 28 70 18 05

FOLLOW US ON 
instagram.com/muutodesign

pinterest.com/muuto

facebook.com/muuto

twitter.com/muutodesign

OUTLINE HIGHBACK SOFA

THE LATEST MEMBER OF THE OUTLINE SOFA FAMILY: THE OUTLINE 
HIGHBACK SOFA 
As the first highback sofa by Muuto ever, the Outline Highback Sofa arose from 
a desire to create design that provides both visual as well as acoustic shelter 
for its user. Designed by long-time Muuto collaborators Anderssen & Voll, the 
Outline Highback Sofa has an elegant and refined architectural expression with 
a functionality that allows for the user to retreat either alone or in groups into a 
separate spatial environment.

Designed to accommodate the changing needs of a modern, professional 
space, the Outline Highback Sofa works well for both relaxing or working on 
your own, having an informal meeting or as an element within an open-plan or 
lounge environment. 

With its slender look and clean lines, the Outline Highback Sofa translates the 
architecturally light expression of Outline into a new environment, enhancing 
the sculpted shapes and inviting, deep seat that characterizes the Outline  
Sofa family.

Available as 2-Seater and 3-Seater versions, the Outline Highback Sofa is 
available in a range of textile and leather upholsteries for a sophisticated and 
modern expression. The design comes flat-packed.

ANDERSSEN & VOLL ON THE DESIGN
“The Outline Highback Sofa brings a simple and refined expression to the 
archetypical design of a highback sofa, pairing the elegant and modern 
look of the Outline Sofa Series with the highback element, allowing for the 
design to create private spheres within bigger spaces and provide shelter for 
conversation and collaboration.”

ABOUT ANDERSSEN & VOLL
Torbjørn Anderssen and Espen Voll work within various fields of design with an 
emphasis on domestic objects; an area in which they have designed a number 
of Muuto products. Receptive to cultural influences and current trends, they 
apply their knowledge in forward-thinking ways to generate ground-breaking 
and desirable products for the home. The duo has received numerous awards 
for their work, including The Wallpaper Award, Red Dot Award, IF Award and 
Honorary Award for best design in Norway.

ABOUT MUUTO
Muuto is rooted in the Scandinavian design tradition characterized by  
enduring aesthetics, functionality, craftsmanship and an honest expression.  
By expanding this heritage with forward-looking materials, techniques and  
bold creative thinking, our ambition is to deliver new perspectives on 
Scandinavian design.by
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"The Outline Highback Sofa brings a simple and refined expression to the 
archetypical design of a highback form, pairing the elegant and modern 
look of the Outline Sofa Series with the highback element, allowing for the 
design to create private spheres within bigger spaces and provide shelter 
for conversation and collaboration." — Anderssen & Voll


